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Turkey was hit by an earthquake in 1999,

Indonesia was affected by a Tsunami in

March 2006, Uttarakhand was devastated

by floods in 2013, Philippines faced the

catastrophic cyclone in 2013, Jammu and

Kashmir was ravaged by floods in

September 2014, Nepal was shaken by the

2015 earthquake, 2020 witnessed the

Farmer’s agitation, and 2021 witnessed the

Lytton Wildfire and the second wave of

COVID-19 crisis. All of them sound

miserable and distressing. However,

whenever a catastrophe strikes humans,

Khalsa Aid International always intervenes

to alleviate gloom and rebuild lives. 

This UK-based organization founded by

Ravinder Singh, works on the principle of

Sarbat Da Bhala (Well Being for All).

Though Khalsa Aid’s principles are deeply

embedded in the Sikh beliefs, this

organization works for the welfare of the

entire humanity irrespective of their

religion or race. This initiative traces its

journey back to 1999, when the plight of

the refugees in Kosovo moved its founder.

Thanks to a generous response received

from the community to his call, Khalsa

Aid’s first ever consignment reached

Kosovo. That day, a journey to reckon with

began. When an earthquake devastated

Northwestern Turkey in 1999, Khalsa Aid

helped in reconstructing life by providing

the much-needed water purification

tablets and other relief materials. 
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 Volcanic disruption in Rwanda in January

2002 saw Khalsa Aid’s presence marked as

essential when medicines were seen aplenty

in supplies and water purification tablets

were distributed.

The volunteers helped infuse life into the

Kabul Refugee camp in July 2003, by running

a primary school for the minorities along

with providing them with items like

computers and stationaries. Their exemplary

services came to the fore when they worked

round the clock to provide meals and

sanitation facilities, to prevent the spread of

diseases during the earthquake in parts of

Kashmir and Pakistan in 2005. 

Imbued with dedication, 80 orphanages were

sponsored for six years when an earthquake

ravaged Haiti in June 2010. Carrying on with

their awe-inspiring work during the Nepal

Earthquake in 2015, they provided langar

(free food) to 12,000 victims, built 500

temporary shelters and dispatched 10 tons of

food aid from the UK. Gigantic tsunami waves

and the impregnable earthquake in Indonesia

in 2018 saw the distribution of 500 tarpaulin,

fresh food supplies, blankets and langar

facilities, providing the much-needed

impetus. 

Their unassailable commitment towards

humanity was evident as a project was

initiated to provide clean drinking water and

support to people affected by the cyclone in 
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Bangladesh in 2007. In their effort to

revive hope when cyclone Marica wreaked

havoc in Australia, the organization

delivered vital items such as medical

supplies and non-perishable food.

Steering at the helm amid the floods in the

UK in June 2014 and December 2015,

approximately 50 volunteers invested

more than 1500 hours of work, distributing

1,00,000 sandbags, cleaning supplies and

food. In order to help the traumatized

people as floods escalated in Bosnia in May

2014, over 30 volunteers invested in

capacity building by renovating several

homes. Advancing with their yeoman’s

service in Malawi in March 2015, flood

victims of the region were given access to

clean drinking water. 

Philippines too was a recipient of their

benevolence at the time of the catastrophic

cyclone in December 2013, the organization

rebuilt houses and commissioned local

carpenters to make boats, ushering in a

new lease of life by bringing in economic

independence for them. When the Grenfell

Tower fire tragedy befell London in June

2017, Kids on the Green was initiated to

help children of families affected by this

disaster.

Magnanimity of Khalsa Aid poured in with

delivery of baby milk powder and 25,000

bottles of water during the civil war in

Libya in 2011. These good Samaritans

provided refugee support in Lebanon and

Sudan in April and May 2014 respectively,

helping them build their lives up again by

providing educational and food supplies, as

well as firewood for winters.

Another 2.5 million people affected due to

a civil war in Yemen 2015, were able to get

back on their feet thanks to Khalsa Aid’s

exemplary services, for example, cooking

materials were provided to tackle

malnutrition.

These harbingers of change were at the

forefront of saving refugees, arriving by boats

and facilitating their requirements and

identifying vulnerable minors during the

refugee crisis that threatened Greece May

2016 onwards. A year later, the Syrian refugee

crisis in Turkey brought to the fore their

impeccable contribution in terms of provision

of potable water, medical aid, firewood,

establishment of educational facilities and

facilitating prayer areas for Muslim refugees.

To help Rohingya refugees usher in a brighter

future, basic needs like shelter and food were

also provided. The Congo Refugee response

project, on similar lines in 2018, added

another feather to their cap.

Working towards improving the menstrual

heath of women, these changemakers

invested in capacity building by launching

“Pad the Path” in Malawi in 2019. Expediting

famine relief efforts in Zambia, 300 tons of

food was distributed in February 2020. In

pursuit to revive people’s hopes during the

Lytton wildfire in Canada recently, meals,

water, fresh fruits and hydration drinks were

made accessible to all those in need. 

In July 2021, the Aboriginal community

received overwhelming support from this

organization. Miles back in India, these

trailblazers set afoot in the country when a

cyclone shook Orissa back in 1999. Acting as

propellants in rescue operations, volunteers

coordinated with local communities and

provided educational equipment for 8000

children. January 2014 saw a colossal wreck

due to cyclone Hudhud in Visakhapatnam,

where the world saw volunteers partaking in

rescue operations. These inimitable crusaders

spearheaded the relief project when Gujarat

was ruined by an earthquake; tents were

delivered and water tankers were hired to

make potable water accessible. They are also

known for enabling people to rise like a

phoenix when the lethal 2004 Tsunami hit

Andaman, by rebuilding homes and thus,

their lives. 
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The relief packages distributed comprising basic necessities helped people begin new

beginnings when Punjab faced damage due to a flood in 2007 June. 2013, when the Kedarnath

tragedy and the Uttarakhand floods posed a seemingly insurmountable challenge, the

volunteers distributed 1000 packages consisting of rice, sugar and salt to contribute their bit in

healing the fragmented society. Likewise, the volunteers ushered in hope of revival by actively

partaking in aid distribution and rescue operations, when the monstrous waves wreaked havoc

in Jammu and Kashmir in September 2014.

Trying to mend the discord caused due to communal strife between communities during the

Muzaffarnagar and Saharanpur riots in September 2013 and July 2014 respectively, thousands of

blankets were distributed, and shops and homes destroyed were rebuilt. Their indomitable

spirit came to fore in Kerala Flood relief operations 2018 as they reinvigorated the area by

actively participating in relief operations and providing necessities like sanitary towels,

mosquito nets, medical kits and clothing. Sites of farmers’ protests saw the organization

zealously contributing from basic necessities to a 400-bed shelter waterproof tenting.

Moreover, their dogged determination to reach out to people in need during the pandemic is

admirable. Be it providing the paramount medical equipment in India and Nepal or aiding

drivers stranded in Kent after UK shut its borders due to the COVID-19 crisis, Khalsa Aid has

indeed been the humane face of humans. Their awe-inspiring and indomitable spirit to serve

humanity has led to Khalsa Aid being nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize in 2021. Indeed, a

much-deserved honor for their benevolence and unflinching services!                 
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